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I Want My Hat Back
Former playboy Darius Jones is back on top. His high-profile legal trouble is finally
behind him, and ahead is a bright NBA career--and the engagement to his soul
mate, the irrepressibly sexy Fancy Taylor. But bad news has a habit of coming
when you least expect it, and this time Darius could loose everything he has. . .
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The New York Times and Essence Bestseller!

Londonstani
The tides of evil are rapidly advancing through the seven mountains of society,
leaving behind debris, destruction, and death. Their purposeful advance seems to
be forcing the body of Christ into abject surrender and the belief that there's
nothing that can be done. This is reminiscent of Goliath taunting King Saul and his
beleaguered army into accepting submission, until a skinny shepherd boy who
understood the covenant sauntered in. This is an end-time call to live a devoted
life in the Spirit to establish kingdom authority and mdash;a life in the Spirit in
which encroaching evil may retreat and victory may be accomplished daily. and
bull; Love one another through divine submission: the love of the Spirit. and bull;
Walk in the unity of the Spirit. and bull; Live a life of repentance and forgiveness.
and bull; Pursue the restoration of all things. and bull; Unite love-sick worshipers
who cry out for the King's return.

I Want You Back
Back to You
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CHANGES is the story of a family in crisis; it is the story of an immigrant family
trying to cope with life in urban America, about the trauma that cross-cultural
conflicts bring, the pressure to conform or do your own thing, against the backdrop
of todays America. In order to integrate into the mainstream, or for that matter,
pursue the American Dream, can an immigrant family maintain their identity, their
native lifestyle, in the turbulent ambiance of urban America or do they succumb to
its pressures and change their lifestyle altogether? These are the fundamental
questions that most immigrants face, and have to deal with. Many succeed; others
fail, while a few just hang in there. The main characters are Ebo, the husband and
father; Christina, the wife and mother, and Chris and Lisa, two teenage kids, aged
sixteen and eighteen. In the face of overwhelming odds, Ebo tries to maintain
control of the family, and tries to do it the only way he knows how; the old
fashioned way. Along the way, he runs into a few characters that expose him to
some of the diversity on the American social, cultural and political landscape.

I Want You Back
드럼악보 전문사이트인 ‘드럼탭’에서 판매하는 드럼악보 시리즈입니다. 구글 북스에서 원하시는 곡을 검색하시면 다양하고 많은 드럼악보를 구매하실
수 있습니다. 악보가 검색이 되지 않거나 찾으시는 악보가 없을시에는 master@drumtab.co.kr 로 요청을 하시면 제작에
참고하겠습니다. (반드시 제목은 악보요청이라고 써서 보내주세요 요청하신 악보가 구글 북스에 올라갈 경우에는 연락을 드리겠습니다.
이용해주셔서 감사합니다. The drum sheet music series is provided by professional drum sheet
music website for 'drumtab'. To purchase a copy of various drum sheet music you
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desire, please search the song title on Google Books. In case the desiring drum
sheet music isn't available, please send a request email to: master@drumtab.co.kr
for consideration. (Please title your email: Music Sheet Request) When the
requested drum sheet music is posted, we will follow up with you directly. Thank
you for choosing us.

Sass
The Safe Place Short Summary Steve Ralls hasnt found the woman of his dreams
yet but his oldest brother Michael knows that God has a plan for him. When Steve
finds a young woman outside his office that has been severely beaten he makes a
decision that changes his life forever. She doesnt know who she is but she realizes
that Steves touch and voice are the only things that she can trust. As her health
improves she tries to keep a distance between them but is pulled into his life.
Before long he and his family are her whole world her security, her family, her
support system, her happiness, and most of all he is the lover she has waited for
all of her life. He is her safe place.

Autumn Reason\
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Love Letters
Mortal Soul Copy: NOTE FOR ALL COPY POINT SIZE (back reviews, back body copy,
back title, spine title and author): Make point size the same as on authors other
iUniverse published books: Lords of Paradise, Black Lies, Vanishing Breed, Bone
Chiller Mortal Soul Back Cover copy: Note: Background is dark blue, Pantone
#_______ (Review copy to be placed on top of page--white type reversed out of
dark blue background that compliments front cover color): Mortal Soul grabs your
heart and never lets go. ----Mystery Morgue Magazine A richly textured and
timeless novel. ----Charlotte Austin Review A superb story. ----Patti Nunn, Writers
Showcase Review (white type reversed out of the dark blue background for body
copy, below): Goblin shadows loom over a six-year-old boy restlessly waiting for
parents who have vanished. Whispers of suicide or murder whirl around the
abandoned child as he is passed from one relative to another. Obsessed to unravel
the mystery behind his parents disappearance, Gordon LeBeque escapes into an
even darker world of New Yorks Hells Kitchen and a series of adventures that
sculpt him from a frightened boy to a haunted man. Even his worst nightmares
cant prepare him for the truth behind the deadly secret relentlessly digging at his
mortal soul. (using front cover title color and typeface placed directly beneath the
body copy): Mortal Soul Mortal Soul Spine Copy: Note: Background is dark blue
complementing dark blue on cover. (book title using same color and typeface as
front cover): Mortal Soul (author name in white, using same typeface as author
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name on cover: Lon LaFlamme

I Want You Back
The new sexy contemporary romance in New York Times bestselling author Lorelei
James's Want You series, set in Minneapolis-St. Paul. Hockey player Gabriella
"Gabi" Welk spent her life in pursuit of championships, but she has little to show for
it besides dusty trophies and second-place medals. Now her career consists of
several part-time jobs to make ends meet. When Gabi gets a chance at her dream
job, she swallows her pride and asks her nemesis--smart, sexy and savvy Nolan
Lund--for help. Since being named future CEO of Lund Industries, Nolan has tried
hard to overcome his reputation as a fun-loving playboy and ladies' man. For the
first time ever, he's more focused on the company than his personal life. He
spends his free time at the ice rink his brother owns, cheering on his niece at her
hockey gamesand watching Gabriella Welk, the superstar athlete and assistant
coach who gets under his skin in a way he can't ignore. He's shocked when Gabi
agrees to trade a favor for a favor. They have little in common besides their mutual
mistrust, but between family crises and sibling rivalries, Nolan and Gabi realize
they want to be more than just friends--much more.

Whisper Town
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Co-Author: Andrea Siegel Feinberg Mister Bops and Miss Boo is a true love story. It
unfolds through the letters, journal entries, and dictated memoirs of a doctor and a
nurse during World War II, as they struggle for their love in the face of family
resistance, separation, religious prejudice, and their army service. Through their
words, you will experience their passion, patriotism, and a unique perspective of
army life. It is an emotional page-turner with a dramatic historical ending.

When Somebody Loves You Back
Provides lists of hit songs by date with information on the artist, songwriter,
producer, label, and offering interviews with popular artists.

The New Beginning
Everyone knew Len Dreyer, a handyman for hire in the Park near Niniltna, Alaska,
but no one knew anything else about him. Even Kate Shugak hired him to thin the
trees on her 160-acre homestead and was planning to ask him to help build a small
second cabin on her property for Johnny Morgan, a teenaged boy in her care. But
she, the Park's unofficial p.i., seems to have known less about him than anyone.
Alaska is a place where anybody can bury his history and start fresh, and for any
reason, but this particular mystery comes to light when Len Dreyer turns up
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murdered. His body is discovered, frozen solid, in the path of a receding glacier
with the hole from a shotgun blast in his chest. No one even knew he was missing,
but it turns out he's been missing for months. Alaska State Trooper Jim Chopin asks
Kate to help him dig into Dreyer's background, in the hope of finding some reason
for his murder. She takes the case, mindful of the need for gainful employment as
she copes with her responsibility for Johnny, a constant reminder of his father, her
dead lover. Little does she imagine that by trying to provide for him she just might
put him right in the path of danger. A talented writer at the prime of her abilities,
Stabenow delivers a masterful crime novel in A Grave Denied that turns out to be
as much about living as it is about dying.

The Jodi Picoult Collection #1
The only official, behind-the-scenes chronicle of the Jacksons' lives and careers,
celebrating 50 years of one of the greatest acts of all time. The Jacksons: Legacy is
the first official book on the Royal Family of Pop. Unrivaled access to the family
archives as well as the private collections of Jackie, Marlon and Tito Jackson,
combined with 12 days of exclusive interviews with the brothers, reveals the
untold, unseen, and utterly unforgettable story behind the legend that is the
Jacksons. The compelling tale unfolds from their childhood days living at 2300
Jackson Street in Gary, Indiana, through the years signed to Motown as the Jackson
5, their radical move to Epic as The Jacksons, the blossoming of their solo careers,
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the dizzying successes of the Victory tour, right up to the present day. A multitude
of never-before-seen images, rarities and personal possessions help tell the story.
Photos include intensely personal family pictures; all-angle shots of the first guitars
the boys ever held; top photographer Harrison Funk's exclusive coverage of their
professional lives; photos of Michael Jackson on tour with his brothers during the
release of Off The Wall (1979) and the 1982 phenomenon that was Thriller-the bestselling album of all time; editions of magazines featuring the family; and official
merchandise, right down to Jacksons-branded breakfast cereal boxes with
giveaway 7" records attached. Published to coincide with their 50th anniversary,
The Jacksons: Legacy is the definitive behind-the-scenes chronicle of the Jacksons'
lives and careers, celebrating 50 years of one of the greatest acts of all time.

The Man on the Train
Have You Ever Loved Someone Who Didn't Love You Back?
On a year in the near future, at 7:15 p.m. on the 21st of October, the entire
American government is wiped out by nuclear warheads. No one was sure who did
it. As the first wave of attacks came, surviving Americans soon knew that both the
Russians and Chinese,through a systematic infiltration of North America and a
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complete program of invasion, are the enemies. The survivors have to collect their
wits, put up a defense, and harness all sorts of technological and material
resources in order for America to survive and continue in The New Beginning, a
vision of an America after a successful enemy nuclear attack. Fully a hundred
million Americans did not survive the fi rst wave of attacks. Alexander James, then
a civilian, is enlisted into the army. The United States, what is left of it, turns into a
highly militarized and technologically conscious political entity to combat the
oncoming hordes of Chinese and Russians. Fighting rages across the American
continent, and Americans themselves are forced to think up all sorts of guerilla
operations to momentarily stop the enemy juggernaut, regroup, and perhaps (in a
vain hope)to defeat it. Years of fighting changes the remaining landscape of
America. Buildings are built like fortresses, high technology forms a defensive
border even over American skies, children study war in kindergarten, and society
lives and dies by the strength of its war slogans and the will to take the fight to the
enemy. Alexander James is absent from family life for years on end. He makes it to
Colonel in the armed forces and is a pivotal personality in a desperate operation to
stop the war totally by infi ltrating the Russian high command. He becomes a hero
but refuses to be drawn in to the next presidential election, being disillusioned by
what American society had become because of the war. This novel is the start of a
riveting new saga of a future America fighting for its very survival.

Memoirs of a Wartime Romance
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This poetry book is a compilation of poems and stories that reflects what a real
man should be. Despite the obstacles, trials and tribulations, the poet managed to
come out as a man who can stand up through the hard times and triumph over the
adversities. He expresses all that he has been through in a unique art form of
poetry. This book lets the readers enter into the poets life and experience his
journey, allowing them to find certain poems that relate to their current situation,
as they will always vary. It tries to take the reader page by page to unexpected
topics of poetry that relates to the reader or someone they may know. Every
woman dreams of being loved by a man with the passion and emotions conveyed.
Men reading it will be motivated to relate their heartfelt feelings to their soul-mate
rather than hold them in. Included is a revealing into the authors life showing the
affect your family can have on your career choices & future relationships.

I Want My Life Back!
Get Unstuck. Become Unstoppable. What is stopping you from fulfilling your
purpose and achieving your dreams? Like millions of people you may find yourself
repeatedly stuck in the same old rut–in your relationships, finances, career, health,
or spiritual life. Maybe you want to start exercising, find a better job, get out of
debt, launch a business, deepen your friendships, practice a new spiritual
discipline–or pursue some other goal. The question is, What’s Really Holding You
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Back? In this compelling book, life coach Valorie Burton explores the four forces
that can free you from the fear, distractions, and obstacles that limit you. Discover
how to harness your thoughts, words, actions, and energy to give you the power
and strength to get unstuck and become unstoppable in every area of your life. •
Learny why you do what you do. • Stop sabotaging your own success. • Overcome
the fears that have held you back. • Keep your emotions from controlling your
actions. • Break through internal and external obstacles. Seize the opportunity to
move from where you are now to where you want to be. You were created to live
fully, passionately, and freely. You can do it. Now is the time! From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Want You to Want Me
What's Real
In this lyric poet book may be of your dreams that you feel about life as we see it.

The Billboard Book of Number One Hits
Second time's the charm! Nothing about working with his former high school crush,
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Stephanie Stephens, is ideal. Still, if Aaron Caruthers intends to save his
grandmother's bakery, he must. Good thing he has a lot of ideas he can't wait to
implement. He never imagines Stephanie would have her own ideas for the
business. Or that they would clash with his! It doesn't take working with her long
for Aaron to realize his impression of Stephanie as a helpless ex-cheerleader is way
off. And the more of her kindness and strength he sees, the more attracted he is!
Now to convince her…

Mortal Soul
Songs of the Humpback Whale For years, Jane Jones has lived in the shadow of her
husband, renowned San Diego oceanographer Oliver Jones. But during an
escalating argument, Jane turns on him with an alarming volatility. In anger and
fear, Jane leaves with their teenage daughter for a cross-country odyssey. Now
Oliver, an expert at tracking humpback whales across vast oceans, will search for
his wife across a continent—and find a new way to see the world, his family, and
himself: through her eyes. Plain Truth The discovery of a dead infant in an Amish
barn shakes Lancaster County to its core. But the police investigation leads to a
more shocking disclosure: circumstantial evidence suggests that Katie Fisher, an
unmarried Amish woman believed to be the newborn's mother, took the child's life.
When Ellie Hathaway, a disillusioned big-city attorney, comes to Paradise,
Pennsylvania, to defend Katie, two cultures collide—and for the first time, Ellie
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faces a system of justice very different from her own. Delving deep inside the
world of those who live "plain," Ellie must find a way to reach Katie on her terms.
And as she unravels a tangled murder case, Ellie also looks deep within—to
confront her own fears and desires when a man from her past reenters her life.
Salem Falls A handsome stranger comes to the sleepy New England town of Salem
Falls in hopes of burying his past: Once a teacher at a girls' prep school, Jack St.
Bride was destroyed when a student's crush sparked a powder keg of accusation.
But amid the rustic calm of Salem Falls, a quartet of teenage girls harbor dark
secrets—and they maliciously target Jack with a shattering allegation. Now, at the
center of a modern-day witch hunt, Jack is forced once again to proclaim his
innocence: to a town searching for answers, to a justice system where truth
becomes a slippery concept written in shades of gray, and to the woman who has
come to love him.

The Daily Ukulele - Leap Year Edition
When author Sandra Leigh Savages husband committed suicide in 1997, she went
into isolation for a year. In this memoir, she shares her journey from the grief she
experienced to her vision of a great new life. Love Letters, a collection of letters
begun in September 2010, provides a snapshot of Savages sorrows, joys, and
reflections. Through these vignettes, she says her good-byes, notes her thanks,
and provides advice for those who may have experienced the death of a spouse.
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This collection provides insight into how she survived the death of her husband,
came to know and believe in the saving grace of God, and made the decision to
stay on this earth to fulfill Gods wishes. Emotional and self-disclosing, Love Letters
shares Savages personal message of living each day with no regrets. Through her
life events, she expresses how placing your trust in the Lord can guide you through
lifes bad moments and help you to full appreciate lifes good moments.

Why Are Boys So Dumb?
A talented new writer whose portrayal of the serious business of assimilation and
young masculinity is disturbing and hilarious Hailed as one of the most surprising
British novels in recent years, Gautam Malkani's electrifying debut reveals young
South Asians struggling to distinguish themselves from their parents' generation in
the vast urban sprawl that is contemporary London. Chronicling the lives of a gang
of four young middle-class men-Hardjit, the violent enforcer; Ravi, the follower;
Amit, who's struggling to come to terms with his mother's hypocrisy; and Jas,
desperate to win the approval of the others despite lusting after Samira, a Muslim
girl-Londonstani, funny, disturbing, and written in the exuberant language of its
protagonists, is about tribalism, aggressive masculinity, integration, alienation,
bling-bling economics, and "complicated family-related shit."
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Catalog of Copyright Entries
I Want You Back is an epic story of a woman who was seduced out of her husbands
loving arms by modernization as materialism and acquisitiveness became her
bedfellows. She was raised up in a mans world and unwittingly built walls of
independence and self-sufficiency about her. She discovers through different bouts
of emotional storms, when the scales fall out, that she had been wrong all along. It
co-opts classic oratories of passion to crystallize the moral of the story. The
husband has paid the price and given her the liberty to come to her senses. Will
she realize, in due season, that his love is all that she wants and needs? Will she
realize and believe that in spite of all her errors, he wants her back?

Are You Gonna Kiss Me or Not?
When she unexpectedly encounters photographer Kristopher Chandler, the man
who broke her heart years ago, in Paris, news correspondent Sass Stephens finds
herself falling in love with Kristopher all over again until a long-buried secret
resurfaces, threatening to tear them apart. Original.

I Want You To Know My Glory
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The third novel in the Millwood Hollow Series about an unlikely hero and a ragtag
trio of orphans in racially segregated 1930s Arkansas.

What's Really Holding You Back?
Leroy Chester grows up in a small Oklahoma town knowing his mama is sad. She is
all he has in the world, and he just wants her to be happy. When he turns eighteen,
he embarks on a three-month journey from train to train with the hope of finding
the only man she has ever loved. But when he fails and returns home, his mother
is nowhere to be found. Two days later, he finds his mother’s lifeless body next to
the chicken coop, the victim of murder. Left distraught and without answers as to
who killed his mama, Leroy drowns his troubles in whiskey. But it is not long before
he determines it is Al Jenkins, his mother’s ex-boyfriend, who murdered her. After
he kills Jenkins in a fit of rage, he flees on the train—only to meet up with his
mother’s great love, John. Before he knows it, Leroy ends John’s life too. Now on
the run, Leroy lays low until fate leads him to what he hopes is a new beginning in
Arkansas. The Man on the Train is the story of one man’s journey from childhood
into adulthood as he attempts to put a tragic, violent past behind him and start
anew.

Confessions of a Lyric Poet
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VANITY FAIR
(Fake Book). This super collection features 366 more well-known songs arranged
for ukulele from the 1950s through today, by artists such as Carole King, Elton
John, the Bee Gees, Stevie Wonder, the Beatles, Paul Simon, Bob Dylan, Michael
Jackson and others, plus favorites from movies, Broadway, Motown and more! Just
like the first Daily Ukulele book, all arrangements feature melody, lyrics and
ukulele chord grids in uke-friendly keys. A special "Ukulele 101" section, a chord
chart, and vintage ukulele-themed photos round out the fun. Tunes include: Ain't
No Sunshine * Anticipation * Bubbly * Calendar Girl * Come Monday * Falling Slowly
* Hallelujah * I Got You Babe * Lean on Me * Moondance * Route 66 * Sweet
Caroline * We Are the World * Y.M.C.A. and scores more! The Daily Ukulele: Leap
Year Edition offers ukulele fun all year long even on February 29th!

[Drum Score]I Want You Back-The Jackson 5
What won't he do for a second chance? Former model Kelly Hurley has finally put
the ashes of the past behind her. After a passionate but turbulent marriage to rock
star Vaughan Hurley that ended in heartbreak and divorce, Kelly rebuilt her life in
Portland, where she settled so their two young daughters could be close to their
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father. Just not so close Kelly couldn't truly make her own way without interference
from the man who shattered her heart. Now Kelly's finally ready to move on, and
she's planning to marry another man. But not if Vaughan has anything to say about
it. Vaughan knows he was a fool all those years ago. A young, selfish—and
prideful—fool. Even as he buried himself in the fast, decadent rock-star lifestyle, he
could never drown out the memory of Kelly's beauty and love. Or the sweet,
searing heat whenever they touched. For years, he's had to deal with the pain of
seeing her only because of their daughters, but it was never enough. Now Vaughan
must prove that he's the only man Kelly needs, before he loses her for good. And
there's only one way to do it…

Burnt Book One of the SAPP Trilogy
Lila Raspreno is a genetic experiment that went horribly right. She is the world's
only Telepathic Empathic Telekinetic Pyrokinetic. She had built a safe haven for
others like herself called SAPP; School for the Advancement of Practical Psionics.
Then she stumbled upon Anderson Olm, the single most powerful Cognitive that
she has even met. Someone wants Anderson Olm dead. And they are willing to kill
her to get to him. There is something special about him and none of the experts in
the field of Psionics have any idea what it is. As Lila tries to understand what is so
special about him, she falls further down the rabbit hole of her past and what it has
to do with her future. Is Anderson Olm the answer that has eluded the experts? Or
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is he just another freak in Lila's freak show of SAPP?

I Want You Back
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

The Jacksons
New York Times bestselling author Lorelei James kicks-off her Want You Series with
a Lund family cousin hot enough to melt the ice and mend a broken heart. Former
NHL star Jaxson Lund has returned to the Twin Cities, but he's at loose ends,
unsure if he belongs at Lund Industries, or where he stands with Lucy, his exgirlfriend and mother of his daughter, Mimi. Despite the signs she'd like to leave
him in the penalty box, the attraction burning between them reinforces his
determination to prove that he deserves a second chance Lucy Quade is in a good
place with a steady job, a nice apartment, and a well-adjusted daughter, which is
why she's hesitant when Jax insists on co-parenting. It's not that Lucy doesn't trust
Jaxshe's just unconvinced he can handle multiple responsibilities when he's been
singularly focused on playing hockey. But when issues arise with Mimi, Lucy's
shocked at how levelheaded and paternal he acts, giving her a glimpse of the Jax
she used to know, the sexy, sweet man she fell for years ago. Once Lucy lets her
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guard down, Jax goes all in to show her how good they are together, but will their
past remain too large an obstacle to ever overcome?

The Safe Place
A New York Times Best Illustrated Children's Book of 2011! A picture-book delight
by a rising talent tells a cumulative tale with a mischievous twist. Features an
audio read-along! The bear’s hat is gone, and he wants it back. Patiently and
politely, he asks the animals he comes across, one by one, whether they have seen
it. Each animal says no, some more elaborately than others. But just as the bear
begins to despond, a deer comes by and asks a simple question that sparks the
bear’s memory and renews his search with a vengeance. Told completely in
dialogue, this delicious take on the classic repetitive tale plays out in sly
illustrations laced with visual humor-- and winks at the reader with a wry
irreverence that will have kids of all ages thrilled to be in on the joke.

How To Win (Back) a Wife
This a Fantasy Fiction Romance Short Story – 6,363 word count Rebecca is
outraged when the outlaw Nathan catches, robs and kidnaps her. She has little
regard or respect for a man who seems to have such a poor moral code. But has
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Rebecca judged Nathan too quickly? Is it true when he tells her that he doesn’t
have a choice in his deeds, and that he is freedom fighting for the good of the
vulnerable people of his land against the wicked Lord Greyjoy? When Nathan is
captured by Lord Greyjoy’s men, Rebecca must decide what she believes. The only
way he stands a chance of being rescued is if she uses her magical flute to cast a
spell that might just save his life – and her only chance at understanding her
strange attraction to the outlaw is to ensure that Nathan lives.

Changes
MISSION: (RE)MARRIAGE He might be an ornery son of a gun, but never let it be
said Tyler Fuller didn't love his wife. Well, ex-wife, since he'd presented her with an
ultimatum she'd shockingly accepted. Now this hotheaded hubby was darned tired
of spending the long, cold nights alone, so he vowed to win her back! His mission
should have been as simple as the first time he'd convinced Kayla to say "I do."
After all, they'd jumped right from the bedroom and marched straight down the
wedding aisle. But Tyler was gonna have to learn a few things about his selfimproved former bride. Like how Kayla wanted to take things slow…and just how
good slow could be!

A Recipe for Reunion
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Help and encouragement for women who feel overwhelmed by the daily pressures
of life

The Witch's Music
A Grave Denied
Why don't you love me? 7 years of tribulation The murder of Jesus Christ Take
another look at God Tear down them walls I don't want you anymore The laughing,
mocking God Chance after Chance

Thru Trials and Tribulations yet Still I’M Blessed as a
Phenomenal Man
Daaimah S. Poole follows up her hot, hilarious hit novels Yo Yo Love and Got a Man
with the adventures of three sistahs from Philly who are about to take Miami by
storm . . . Philadelphia twentysomethings Janelle, Natalie, and Tanya are gonna
lose it if they don't get a break from their dull daily routines. Janelle has had it with
her boring job as assistant manager at a clothing store. As for Natalie, with a baby
to take care of and a husband who won't even change a diaper, she needs a timePage 23/25
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out. Tanya is just looking for a good time and a man with a big, thick . . . wallet.
Given the chance, these girls like to play, and their playground of choice is Miami.
Almost as soon as they hit the beach they find themselves drawn into a fastmoving, flashy world of rappers, ballers, celebrities, and VIPs with cash to burn. But
before this wild ride is over, they just may find that all that glitters ain't gold, and a
good reality is worth way more than a fleeting fantasy . . . .
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